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Terry is a 38-year-old married man with two

children. Born and raised in Marietta, Georgia he

grew up as a die hard fan of all GA related

sports. As an entrepreneur he works long weeks

and is often found working from home on the

weekends or spending time with his family so

relies on Twitter to keep up with game updates.

To keep his busy life organized, he loves trying

out the latest in tech. 

Franklin is a 28-year-old UGA

alumni who loves the convenience

of smart home technology. She

tends to be a homebody, opposite

from her friends who go to bars to

watch the latest football game. To

her advantage, she has the nicest

house and often hosts game day

parties.

 

Franklin, 28

Terry, 38

These personas were based off of the research we have to

date but are subject to change as we learn more from our

user research throughout the semester. From our

interviews, our target audience falls between the late 20s

and late 40s age range, those who are homeowners that

can afford the Echo Show 15. They are also likely to either

be people who enjoy trying out the latest tech or people

who have prior smart home device experience. 
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Horizontal Vertical

Menu
The design of our menu display was inspired by a combination of

existing widgets, but most specifically the “Video Home”

application. We are focusing on implementing this simple menu that

is easy to navigate through. The user can swipe left through the

carousel information. Due to the limited word count on the echo

show, we chose to add a second page that includes other awesome

widgets we designed. We hope that as we rely on a picture heavy

design, this would entice users to use the widget versus a text heavy

source similar to what some websites include. 
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Calendar

Social Media Updates

The Echo Show 15 has an existing

calendar option, but in our app it will

be tailored to the upcoming UGA

gameday schedule. This way Dawg’s

fans can keep up with UGA specifc

events all in one place. In our user

research, we found that most fans

would likely use our app to keep up

with the Bulldog’s schedule. 

This part of the wiget is to focus on

staying up to date with trending

social media updates. We added

this to our widget because our

research showed that many fans are

on social media more often than

watching the actual game. The most

popular use for Twitter, for instance,

is to keep up with sports.
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While most Dawg’s fans are likely

to have the games playing on the

TV, this function allows users to

keep up with updates at a glance

from another room where they

may not be able to watch the

game on the big screen. For both

horizontal and vertical display,

video playing and sizing will

mimic Youtube as well as the

Video Home Echo Show app of

which we took inspiration from.  

Live Game

 This widget features previous 30-

60 second clips of game

highlights. Our hopes with this

feature is for users to have the

option to see previous game clips

without having to leave the

widget. 

Game Highlights
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Team Roster
There are many cases where users may not

know of every player’s name that are on the

sports team they are watching, this team roster

was included for users to easily assess statistics

of each player. To use this widget, the user can

click on the player and see a larger display of

the choosen player with options below of other

team members. We also included social media

links to their accounts. We hope that this wiget

will be used as another initiative for using

Dawgs Unleased.



Dawgs Unleashed is all about providing easy

access, glanceable content for its users to

stay up to date with UGA football. Our

homescreen widget display will show

snippets of content that will draw users in to

the application where they can find more

details if they choose to. 

Homepage

Text/Word Count
Before creating the wireframe we

studied how the existing Echo Show 15

widgets were formatted to inform our

design choices. We found that most titles

and bulleted text show a maximum of 6-

7 words with an estimated font size

range of 36 to 64 for the smaller view of

the widgets. For a larger display of the

widget, some font sizes could be as

large as 144 if used for very minimal

amount of text. In this larger display,

there will often be an Alexa voice

command suggestion accompanying the

display which we estimate to be in a font

size of 36. 
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